
SETI�home: Internet Distributed Computing for SETID. P. Anderson, D. Werthimer, J. Cobb, E. Korpela, M. LebofskySpae Sienes Laboratory, University of California, Berkeley,CaliforniaD. GedyeVulan Northwest, In.W. SullivanDepartment of Astronomy, University of WashingtonAbstrat. SETI�home is a radio SETI projet that does its primarysignal analysis using Internet-onneted omputers. In the �rst �ve monthsof operation of SETI�home, a million people have partiipated, and haveontributed 100,000 years of omputer time. The use of distributed om-puting limits frequeny overage but allows greater sensitivity and gen-erality in the signal analysis.1. IntrodutionSETI�home is a radio SETI sky survey whih, like SERENDIP IV (Werthimer,et al. 1997), gets data from a \piggybak" reeiver at the Areibo radio telesope.Whereas SERENDIP analyzes this data primarily using a speial-purpose su-peromputer loated at the telesope, SETI�home distributes the data throughthe Internet to hundreds of thousands of personal omputers. This approahprovides a tremendous amount of omputing power but limits the amount ofdata that an be handled. Hene SETI�home overs a relatively narrow fre-queny range (2.5 MHz) but searhes for a wider range of signal types, and withbetter sensitivity, than other SETI sky surveys to date.SETI�home was launhed on May 17, 1999. In its �rst �ve months, ithas attrated over a million partiipants. Together they have ontributed over100,000 years of omputer time, making SETI�home the largest omputationever performed.2. Siene DesignSETI�home is a SETI sky survey at the National Astronomy and IonospheriCenter's 305 meter radio telesope in Areibo, Puerto Rio. It shares the pig-gybak reeiver used by SERENDIP IV (Werthimer et al. 1997), but its searhspae is roughly orthogonal to that of SERENDIP IV; although SETI�home has1



1/40 the frequeny overage of SERENDIP IV, its sensitivity is ten times better.The SETI�home searh also overs a riher variety of signal bandwidths, driftrates, and time sales than SERENDIP IV or any other SETI program to date.Primary data analysis, done using distributed omputing, omputes powerspetra and searhes for \andidate" signals suh as spikes, Gaussians, and othersignal types. Seondary analysis, done on the projet's own omputers, rejetsRFI and searhes for repeated events within the database of andidate signals.2.1. Reeiver and Data ReordingSETI�home uses a dediated at feed and ryogeni reeiver mounted on thearriage house of the Areibo telesope. The feed provides a single linear polar-ization with a gain of 3K/Jy and a 0.1 degree beam width. System temperatureis 45K. The SETI�home survey overs 28% of the sky (delinations rangingfrom +1 to +35 degrees) with a sensitivity of 3E-25 W/m2. SETI�home ob-servations will span a total of two years, during whih most of the sky will beobserved two or three times. Observations began in Otober 1998.SETI�home overs a 2.5 MHz bandwidth entered at the 1420 MHz Hydro-gen line. The reeiver output is down-onverted with quadrature analog mixersand �lters, then digitized and onverted to baseband by a digital quadraturemixer and a pair of 256 tap �nite impulse response low pass �lters. The result-ing 2.5 MHz band is reorded ontinuously on 35 Gbyte DLT IV tapes with twobit omplex sampling, along with data on telesope oordinates, time and engi-neering monitors. Tapes are mailed to UC Berkeley for analysis; the ompletesky survey requires 1100 tapes to reord a total of 39 terabytes of data.We expet to reord high quality data 65% of the time, observing eah ofthe one million beams two or three times during the two year program. It isimportant to observe eah beam several times beause soures may sintillate(Cordes, 1991) or have short duty yles, and most of our robust detetionalgorithms require multiple detetions. SETI�home is able to ollet usefuldata whenever the telesope is stationary or the Gregorian feed is traking asoure. When the Gregorian system traks a soure, the SETI�home feed ismoving at 1 to 2 times sidereal rate on the sky and a soure remains in thebeam for 12 to 24 seonds. When the telesope is stationary, a soure is in thebeam for 24 seonds.2.2. Primary Data AnalysisSETI�home data tapes from the Areibo telesope are divided into small \workunits" as follows: the 2.5 MHz bandwidth data is �rst divided into 256 sub-bands by means of a 2048 point fast Fourier transform (FFT) and 256 eightpoint inverse transforms. Eah work unit onsists of 107 seonds of data froma given 9,765 Hz sub-band. Work units are then sent over the Internet to thelient programs for the primary data analysis.Beause an extraterrestrial ivilization's signal has unknown bandwidth andtime sale, the lient software searhes for signals at 15 otave spaed bandwidthsranging from 0.075 Hz to 1220 Hz, and time sales from 0.8 mSe to 13.4 se-onds. The rest frame of the transmitter is also unknown (it may be on a planetthat is rotating and revolving), so extraterrestrial signals are likely to be drift-ing in frequeny with respet to the observatory's topoentri referene frame.2



Beause the referene frame is unknown, the lient software examines 6761 dif-ferent Doppler aeleration frames of rest (dubbed \hirp rates"), ranging from-10 Hz/se to +10 Hz/se.At eah hirp rate, peak searhing is done by omputing non-overlappingFFTs and their resulting power spetra. FFT lengths range from 8 to 131,072in 15 otave steps. Peaks greater than 22 times the mean power are reordedand sent bak to the SETI�home server for further analysis.Besides searhing for peaks in the multi-spetral-resolution data,SETI�home also searhes for signals that math the telesope's Gaussian beampattern. Gaussian beam �tting is omputed at every frequeny and every hirprate at spetral resolutions ranging from 0.6 to 1220 Hz (temporal resolutionsfrom 0.8 mS to 1.7 seonds). The beam �tting algorithm attempts to �t a Gaus-sian urve at eah time and frequeny in the multi-resolution spetral data, ofthe form: P = B +Ae(�( (t�t0)b )2)where:P = predited powerB = baseline powerA = peak powert = timet0 = time of Gaussian peakb = half power beamwidthB, A, and t0 are free parameters in the �t, but the beamwidth is known,alulated from the slew rate of the telesope beam for eah work unit. Gaussian�ts whose A/B exeeds 3.2 and whose hi-squared< 10 are reported by the lientsoftware to the server for seondary analysis.We plan to extend the primary analysis to searh for pulsed signals using theFast Folding Algorithm (FFA) (Staelin 1969) and to searh for regularly-spaedtriplet peaks.2.3. Seondary Data AnalysisMost of the signals found by the lient programs turn out to be terrestrialbased radio frequeny interferene (RFI). We employ a substantial number ofalgorithms to rejet the several types of RFI (see Cobb et al, these proeedings).After the RFI is rejeted, we searh the remaining data set for multipledetetions in any referene frame, giving higher weights to drifting or pulsedsignals, those that repeat in the baryentri frame, that math the antennabeam pattern, or detetions oinident with newly deteted planets, nearby stars(from the Gliese atalog) or globular lusters (again, details in Cobb, et al).We ompare andidates signals with SERENDIP IV data, and will follow upinteresting andidates with dediated observations.3. Software DesignThe SETI�home software an be divided into two parts: the \lient", the pro-gram that runs on volunteer omputers, and the \server", whih runs on om-puters at UC Berkeley. 3



3.1. ServerThe indexing and searhing apabilities of a relational database are ritial forthe huge volumes of information handled by SETI�home. The SETI�homeserver uses a database ontaining tables for:� Users (name, email address, work ompleted).� Aounting reords storing the amount of work done.� Country, CPU type, Internet domain, and so on.� Tapes proessed.� Work units, whether on disk or not.� Results (per work unit).� Platforms (types of lient omputers).� Versions of the lient software.For performane, the database is divided between two servers, eah runningInformix, a ommerial database server.The funtions of the server are divided among several programs (see Figure1): � Data Server: This program ommuniates with lients. It sends workunits, aepts results, and handles requests to reate new user aounts.It must handle about 10-15 requests per seond, some of whih an takeup to a minute to omplete, so several hundred opies of the program arerun onurrently.� Splitter: This program onverts raw data into work units, as desribed inSetion 2.2. Splitting is slower than real time on a Spar Ultra 10, so werun the splitter on several mahines.� Disk Cleaner: This program deletes work units, making room for new workunits. It deletes work units for whih a result has been reeived, and if diskspae is low it also deletes work units that have been sent several times.� Aountant: This program sans at �les desribing results returned, andupdates aounting reords. It maintains a memory ahe of frequently-aessed reords, minimizing database traÆ.� CGI program: This program, invoked from an Apahe web server, providesdatabase-driven features on the web site, suh as Groups and Polls.� Web page generator: This program generates frequently-aessed dynamiweb pages suh as Totals and Country Totals (generated every hour) andGroup pages (generated every 24 hours).All these programs are written in C++ using ESQL (embedded SQL) fordatabase aess. 4



Figure 1. The SETI�home server system. Eah retangle repre-sents a omputer. Shaded ovals represent programs developed bySETI�home. The ow of radio telesope data is shown with heavylines.
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Figure 2. The lient software arhiteture. Platform-dependentparts are in dotted boxes. SETI-spei� parts are in shaded boxes.3.2. ClientThe lient program is arhiteted so that it an be easily ported to many plat-forms, and so that it an be retargeted for omputations other than SETI�home(see Figure 2).On Windows and Maintosh the program ats as a sreensaver: it runs onlywhen the user is not ative. When the program runs, its main loop repeatedlyattemps to onnet to the server, get a work unit, proess it, and return theresult. While analyzing data, the program periodially writes a \hekpoint"�le to disk, so that it will resume from the same plae if the omputer is stoppedand restarted.The lient program has been ported to about 50 platforms. Two of these(Windows and Maintosh) required platform-spei� programming. The otherplatforms (Linux and other forms of UNIX, BeOS, OS/2, VMS) are POSIXompliant and support the Gnu development environment; they all ompile fromthe same soure ode.To ensure that eah version is numerially orret, we test eah one ona \referene work unit" and validate its result before making it available fordownload.4. User InvolvementThe SETI�home projet was announed early in 1998 and launhed on May 17,1999. During the interim our web site allowed people to sign up for noti�ation.6



We reeived over 400,000 suh requests. Within 2 weeks of the launh therewere 200,000 users, and the number has steadily inreased, to a urrent total of1,300,000. Users ome from 224 ountries, and about 50% of the users are fromoutside the U.S.4.1. Web siteThe SETI�home web site (http://setiathome.berkeley.edu) serves to attratSETI�home users, to eduate them, and to maintain their interest and involve-ment in the projet. The web site has many funtions:� It allows users to download the lient program.� It has eduational material about SETI in general and SETI�home in par-tiular. Separate versions are aimed at a general and sienti� audienes.� It has a Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) setion for ommon user prob-lems, and a bug report submission form.� It has News setions, updated every few days, for urrent general andtehnial information.� It shows urrent usage statistis (work units ompleted, CPU time) both intotal and broken down by various riteria (Internet domains, CPU types,ountries, top 100 users, et.).� It shows urrent siene results: a map of the sky showing where data hasbeen analyzed, graphs of the distributions of spikes and Gaussians withrespet to frequeny and hirp rate, and so on.4.2. GroupsThe web site allows users to form \groups", typially of users within a ompanyor shool. These groups are divided into nine ategories: ompanies (large,medium, small) shools (primary, seondary, 2-year, university), governmentagenies, and lubs. Users an see the top 100 (ordered by usage) groups withina ategory, and an searh for groups by name.The group mehanism has been very popular. Over 25,000 groups havebeen formed. Group leaders, in order to inrease the standing of their group,often atively reruit new SETI�home users; this has expanded our user base.4.3. PollsIn an e�ort to learn more about our users, we onduted a poll on the web site.This poll has questions in several areas. Some examples:� Demographis: 92.7% of users are male.� Attitudes about SETI: 95.6% of users think that life exists outside Earth;only 9.2% think that humans will detet an extraterrestrial signal within2 years.� Attitudes about distributed omputing: 38% of users leave their omputeron 24 hours a day beause of SETI�home. 34% run SETI�home on morethan one omputer. 7



5. ConlusionIn its �rst �ve months, SETI�home has performed the largest omputation inhistory. While it is not lear if other researh projets will have the same massappeal as does SETI, this learly shows the viability of distributed omput-ing for other sienti� problems. We are investigating the adaptation of theSETI�home infrastruture for handling other problems.Applied to radio SETI, distributed omputing allows greater sensitivity andgenerality than dediated superomputers. However, limitations in the rates ofreording and sending data limit the frequeny range that an be handled.ReferenesCobb, J., Lebofsky, M., Werthimer, D., Bowyer, S., & Lampton, M. 2000, thisvolumeCordes. J., Lazio, T., Joseph, W., & Sagan, C. 1997, ApJ, 487, 782Staelin, D. H. 1969, Pro. IEEE, 57, 724Sullivan, W., Werthimer, D., Bowyer, S., Cobb, J., Gedye, D., & Anderson, D.1997, in Astronomial and Biohemial Origins and the Searh for Lifein the Universe, ed: Cosmovii, Bowyer and WerthimerWerthimer, D., Bowyer, S., Ng, D., Donnelly, C., Cobb, J., Lampton, M., &Airieau, S. 1997, in Astronomial and Biohemial Origins and the Searhfor Life in the Universe, ed: Cosmovii, Bowyer and Werthimer
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